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For the first time in twelve months, the lead hull and
liability average premium in the airline insurance 
market has increased. 

Rather than being an indication of a change in market
direction however, the +9% increase is the result of
increases in the hull and liability premium at the
month's largest renewals. Equally, although the 
premium change sounds significant, it only represents
a US$2m change in comparison with the over US$85m
reduction witnessed year-to-date. 

Of the three significant increases, two saw exposure
increases while the third suffered a major loss on its
2006/7 program and has had premium increases on its
2007/8 renewal as a result. The month's four other
renewals have received double-digit reductions. 

It appears that the market is still delivering consistent
reductions as a result of the high level of capacity that
is available in the aviation insurance market, although
market sources are suggesting that the differential
between the lead and the following market prices have
tightened. 

Even if August does not signal a change in market
direction, the reality is that the average lead liability
premium change has only been positive seven times
since 2003. On each occasion, the positive results have
only been delivered during quiet months, highlighting
the unique position of the airline insurance market 
during the last four years.

The capacity has been attracted to the airline insurance
markets for two reasons. Primarily the market was 
relatively profitable during the middle of the decade in
comparison with some of the other global insurance

markets where events such as Hurricane Katrina lead to
significant claims.

At the same time, hull and liability insurance in the 
airline insurance market became very expensive 
following 9/11, which occurred at a point when the
market had been losing money for some time and was
already beginning to harden.

As a result of the insurance market's hardening during
the early years of the decade, the market began to
decline gradually in 2003. It remained very profitable
however, until it became exceptionally soft at the end
of last year.

Even given the peak that the market reached following
9/11, it is unlikely that they can continue to provide
20% reductions witnessed in 2007 in the long term.
Capacity increases began to slow in the spring, and it
seems likely that the renewal season will see the level
of reductions reduce. 

The reality seems to be that even during the last seven
years, the market continued the cycle of peaks and
troughs that it has always followed, but the effect has
been masked by the unprecedented hardening that
took part in the early part of the decade. That high
peak led to the deep trough that we may be about to
emerge from.

The situation that seems likely to evolve is that capacity
could continue to fall because of the low prices,
although the high level of claims in the industry so far
this year may encourage operations to think long and
hard before exiting the market.

(continues overleaf)

Renewals
Fleet Value
Movement
(% change)

Passenger
Movement
(% change)

Expiring
Premium 
(US$m)

Renewal
Premium 
(US$m)

Premium
Movement
(% change)

Last 12 Months 220 +5 +8 2,078.06 1,675.68 -19

April 25 +13 +16 146.12 120.04 -18

May 16 +11 +15 57.02 49.05 -14

June 11 +8 +3 37.54 31.57 -16

July 31 +9 +10 210.86 177.49 -16

August 7 +5 +24 20.19 22.09 +9

2007-to-date 104 +9 +11 534.03 448.58 -16

Source: Aon Market Data
Numbers on a like-for-like basis
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Once capacity falls beyond a certain point, prices will
begin to rise. If too much capacity exits the market,
prices will rise sharply, making long term planning 
difficult.

Consistency and risk related pricing are the ultimate
objectives of both insurance buyers and underwriters,
but the swift and significant change in the risk profile
of the airline industry has made this difficult to achieve.
The cycle of peaks and troughs does not suit anybody
involved in the market, but is likely to continue to a
certain extent.

Looking at the average premium per renewal so far this
year, which is worked out by taking the amount of hull
and liability premium and dividing it by the number of
renewals that have taken place, the average for 2007 is
around -5% below the average for 2006 up to August.

The average premium per renewal for 2007 is over 
-25% below the figure recorded for the whole of 2006,
highlighting the impact of the 125 renewals that are
expected to renew during the final quarter of the year.

The majority of the world's major airlines still renew
their aviation insurance programs during the final two
months of the year. As a result, we do not expect 2007
average premium per renewal to be -25% lower than
the figure recorded in 2006. In terms of a forecast, we
would expect the -5% trend to continue.

This measure is particularly useful for examining 
activity in the aviation insurance market at this time of
year because it balances out the short term impact of
months such as August when the low level of activity
combines with changes at some of the larger programs
that renew during the month to create average premi-
um numbers that are not really part of the long term
trend.

As a result of the high level of competition and its
strong position with the aviation insurance market,
Aon has won a number of new accounts this year
including EgyptAir, Lion Air, Transmile and Viva Macau.

Market Overview (continued)
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AICG Publishes AVN52R
The Airline Insurance Clauses Group (AICG) has pub-
lished an additional write-back clause, AVN52R
Extended Coverage Endorsement (Aviation Liabilities)
to replace AVN52K.

The new clause has been issued in response to con-
cerns raised about AVN52K, which could allow more
coverage than originally intended. 

In a statement, the AICG says "It has been brought to
our notice that in certain circumstances, it is possible
that full policy limits can be exposed if, for example, a
WMD [weapon of mass destruction] device placed on
board an aircraft at an airport caused loss or damage

to other aircraft owned or operated by the same airline
or to aircraft of other airlines that also have the same
cover, then all these aircraft would have full policy lim-
its for passengers, baggage, cargo and mail. This
would breach the original principle that such a full pol-
icy limit should be restricted to a single aircraft in the
case of claims brought under paragraph 1.2(i) of
AVN52K and to aircraft in flight in the case of claims
brought under paragraph 1.2(ii)."

If you would like further information about the ramifi-
cations of this change, please contact your Aon
account executive.

Market Update
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Aon Computer Network Risk Insurance
According to the 2006/7 Airline Business and Aon Risk
Management Survey, computer crime is the second
most important risk that of aviation organizations
expect to insure against over the next three years.

In the survey, organizations suggested computer crime
was a higher priority than credit, reputation, director
and officer or property risks. This implies that 
organizations are fully aware that despite the consider-
able workflow improvements that technology delivers,
it also creates significant new areas of risk.

Despite this realization, the pace of technological
change is not slowing and the benefits of implement-
ing new technology continue to be considerable. The
International Air Transport Association, for example, is
driving its members towards e-ticketing to standardize
industry practice, a move that is expected to save the
industry up to US$3bn annually.

Traditional insurance is not intended, or priced, to
address these new exposures. While there may be
some coverage, it is often not adequate and should be
closely examined. Many organizations are assuming far
greater levels of financial risk than they realize or are
willing to accept.

From an aviation perspective, given the nature of activ-
ities and the increasing reliance on electronic systems,

it is increasingly important to ensure that organizations
have the correct type of insurance. 

There are a number of areas where aviation 
organizations can be at risk, it is vitally important for
them to ensure that they have a full understanding of
where their risks are and what their coverage is in the
event of an incident.

Aon defines computer network risk as the risks associ-
ated with electronic processes and interactions arising
from any business activity. This can include:
•  Loss of or damage to intangible assets
•  Loss of income or business interruption
•  Electronic content liability
•  Breach of security, privacy or confidentiality
•  Release of viruses, Trojan Horses and worms

Aon Financial Services Group works with our clients to
ensure that coverage meets risk appetites. The group,
which already works with a number of aviation 
organizations, helps ascertain risk profiles and can
arrange coverage on a first and/or third party basis,
ensuring clients understand the full range of options
that are available and what risks will be covered.

If you would like to discuss your needs or would like
further information about Aon Computer Network Risk
Insurance, please contact aviation@aon.com

Aon Update

The year-to-date loss total, excluding attritional losses,
was US$790m at the end of August, above the
US$604m reported for the same period last year.
Taking a pro-rata figure for an annual estimate of attri-
tional losses into account, the overall loss total is cur-
rently US$1,118m, compared to US$917m last year.

The high level of losses have been driven by a number
of factors, but the key point to make is that while 2007
has so far seen a high level of losses in terms of 
financial value of the aircraft, the number of fatalities
has been within historical averages.

This is exemplified by the China Airlines loss on August
20. The five year old Boeing 737-800, registration 
B-18616 and valued at US$45m, had completed a
flight from Taipei to Naha airport in Japan and 
passengers were preparing to disembark when it
caught fire. Despite the speed and severity of the
blaze, all 165 people on board escaped. This 
underscores the success of the safety improvements
that have been put in place over the last few years.

Meanwhile, on September 9, a SAS DHC-8, 
registration LN-RDK crashed on landing at Aalborg
from Copenhagen. Preliminary reports suggest that at
least five of the 73 passengers were injured. The
aircraft was valued at just over US$13m. 

Given the delicate position of the market at this stage,
the comparatively high level of losses might become a
catalyst for a change of market direction if there were
to be further losses in 2007.

Market Losses
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September is one of the quietest months of the year
from an aviation program renewal point of view, and
as a result is unlikely to yield many clues about market
direction. 

The month's figures will once again be highly 
susceptible to lead hull and liability premium fluctua-
tions if there are significant changes at one or two of
the month's key renewals.

In 2006, there was significant exposure growth at two
of September's larger renewals which meant that the
level of premium they paid doubled. As a result, the
lead hull and liability premium average for the month
rose to over 25%, the last month to show a positive
result prior to August this year.

October is also now relatively quiet, particularly in
comparison with its former position as the third most
active month in the airline renewal calendar.

That said, given the activity that does occur, the
month is likely to represent the first indication of 
market direction of the airline insurance market for the
rest of 2007 and the 2008/9 renewals.

Air India and Indian Airlines have now completed their
amalgamation, becoming the National Aviation
Company of India. The move is likely to have some
impact on the overall airline insurance markets in the
long term. The merger creates a combined operation
with a fleet value of around US$4.7bn that is 
estimated to carry around 16 million passengers 
annually prior to any synergies being realized.

The newly merged company is expected to place its
insurance program at the beginning of October.

Overall, market direction will be influenced at this
point by the increasingly considered capacity 
deployment, an increase in claims activity and further
industry consolidation. Market change is undoubtedly
coming but the question is how quickly and to what
level it occurs.

Airline Renewals

Consorcio Aeromexico 01-Sep
Allegiant Air 07-Sep
PT Lion Mentari 07-Sep
AMC Aviation 08-Sep
Interjet Airlines 09-Sep
Tampa 10-Sep
clickair 19-Sep
Aerosvit Airlines 30-Sep
Centurion Air Cargo 30-Sep

Airline Renewal Date

Syrian Arab Airlines 01-Oct
Transasia Airways 01-Oct
Air Malta 01-Oct
The National Aviation Company of India 01-Oct
Air Algerie 01-Oct
USA 3000 Airlines 04-Oct
Pakistan International Airlines 15-Oct
M/S Saudi Oger Limited 20-Oct
Go Air 21-Oct
JAT Airlines 24-Oct
SkyService Airlines 24-Oct
Cebu Pacific Air 26-Oct

Airline Renewal Date

This is the Aon Aviation Airline Insurance Market News, which is our attempt to keep our clients
and others informed of developments in the airline insurance market. We welcome any com-
ments or suggestions to add to or improve our product.

All figures detailed in this newsletter include all known information at time of production on the
lead London terms of airlines renewing with fleet values in excess of US$150
million. They do not take into account any coverage changes and are not weighted in any way
with regard to the size of the airline’s fleet or the volume of premium paid.

Our loss information covers Western built equipment only and we only include losses with a
total incurred loss of US$1million and above.

We must point out that due to the nature of this type of bulletin, Aon UK cannot be held respon-
sible for any loss or damages caused through the use of any 
information contained herein. While we try to comment on issues we know to be fact, 
we are fully aware that in gathering the information contained from various sources there is
always the possibility of inaccuracy. We can therefore only claim that the 
information in this newsletter is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time 
of publication.

Aon Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Service Authority for insurance medi-
ation services only.

If you have any comments regarding this newsletter, please contact:
Steve Doyle, Global Practice Manager, +44 20 7621 3914, steven.doyle@aon.co.uk; Magnus Allan, Industry Journalist, +44 20 7086 1277, magnus.allan@aon.co.uk 

For information and analysis, please contact:
Kelly Fuller: +44 20 7668 9589, kelly.fuller@aon.co.uk; Paul Mitchell: +44 20 7216 3641, paul.mitchell@aon.co.uk

Reproduction permitted with written
authorisation. 
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Airline Monthly Renewal Profile
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